Influence of fineness level and applied agglomeration pressure of peppermint herb (*Mentha piperita* L.) on the mechanical properties of the obtained product
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Abstract. The objective of the conducted study was to evaluate the impact of the pressure agglomeration process of peppermint herb on the mechanical properties of the obtained product. The separated fractions of peppermint with 0.5-2.5 and 2.5-5 mm particles were compacted using a hydraulic press Fritz Heckert EU 20, with pressure 50, 100, 150 and 200 MPa. A closed matrix with the compression chamber diameter of 15.6 mm was used. Every time, a 2-g herb sample (corresponding to the weight of tea used for the production of tea bags) was poured into the matrix. Thus, compacted herb in the form of a straight cylinder was obtained. When producing the agglomerate compaction work was determined. Strength tests of the obtained agglomerate were conducted using the MTS Insight 2 testing machine. The density of the produced agglomerate, its compaction level and strength in the Brazilian test was calculated.

The obtained results indicate that the values of the tested parameters increase with the increase of pressure in the tested range, yet differences occur between the tested herb fractions. Typically, the agglomerate produced from 0.5-2.5 mm fraction is characterized by a greater density, and the higher level of agglomerate compaction is obtained using 2.5-5 mm herb fraction. The highest strength determined using Brazilian test was determined for agglomerate produced from 0.5-5 mm peppermint herb fraction at 200 MPa pressure and 0.5-2.5 mm fraction using 150 and 200 MPa pressure.

1. Introduction

For centuries, humans have used herbaceous plants for different aims, focusing primarily on their medicinal properties. Taste or aroma of herbal teas often constitute one of our first childhood memories.

One of the most commonly used herbaceous plant species distributed around the world for the preparation of herbal teas peppermint [1, 2, 3, 4]. It typically is sold in loose form (leaf), or portioned, in bags. The present study proposes new form of peppermint tea, where the herb is subjected to the pressure agglomeration process. However, only few medicinal substances possess properties enabling their direct compaction. Yaman et al. [5] believe that the compaction pressure and other parameters of the process shall be selected depending on the compacted material. However, selection of the suitable pressure is not an easy task, as its values change depending on the properties of the processed material [6]. The compaction pressure is one of the most important factors determining obtaining of a product (pellet, blocks) with the desired quality [7]. Koutný et al. [8] state that the main parameters indicating the quality of products obtained through pressure agglomeration, is, above all, the density, as well as their mechanical strength.

The objective of the conducted study was to evaluate the impact of the pressure agglomeration process of peppermint herb on the mechanical properties of the obtained product.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Plant material

The study material was dried peppermint herb (*Mentha piperita* L.) with the moisture of 11%, which is the upper allowable norm for the species in pharmacetic terms [9]. From the herb, two fractions of peppermint herb (0.5-2.5 mm and 2.5-5 mm) were separated, using LPzE-2e laboratory shaker with the vibration amplitude of 0-2.5 mm and sieves with square mesh diameter of 0.5 mm, 2.5 mm and 5 mm.
2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Pressure compaction process of peppermint herb

The bulk density for both obtained fractions was established following the NORM PN-ISO 7971-2:1998 using a 1 dm³ vessel.

The separated herb fractions were compacted using a Fritz Heckert EU 20 hydraulic press with computer recording of with a closed matrix equipped with a compression the compaction process and the pressing mechanism chamber diameter of 15.6 mm and 82 mm long. During the test, a curve, the so-called compaction characteristics (relationship between the compaction force and cylinder displacement) was recorded, which was the basis for determination of the process’ parameters. Based on presented data, it was possible to determine the compaction process work, defined as the area under the curve. The head travel speed during compaction was 10 mm·min⁻¹. The process was being carried out at ambient temperature.

The following compaction pressures were used: 50, 100, 150 and 200 MPa. Every time, the 2-g weighed herb sample (corresponding to the weight of tea used for the production of tea bags) was manually poured into the matrix. As a result of the process, herb compacted into the form of a straight cylinder was obtained.

2.2.2. Strength tests

The study of mechanical strength of compacted peppermint herb with the shape of straight cylinder included determination of tensile strength using Brazilian test method. In this method, a cylindrical sample is subjected to a compacting load along the diameter, thus the other name for the method is the disk test. Such types of load result in sample destruction when the tensile strength is exceeded, in the perpendicular direction to the plane of symmetry containing the direction of the load [10]. This method is commonly used to assess the mechanical properties of cylinder-shaped brittle blocks [11]. The obtained agglomerates were subjected to the disk test using a MTS Insight 2 test machine. The compaction process was conducted until cracks beginning in the central portion of the cylinder, spreading along the vertical axis became visible to the naked eye (Fig. 1).

![Example appearance of agglomerate subjected to Brazilian test](image)

Fig. 1. Example appearance of agglomerate subjected to Brazilian test

Tensile strength during radial compaction was calculated based on the following formula [12, 13].

\[ \sigma_n = \frac{2 \cdot F_n \cdot (\pi \cdot d \cdot l)^{-1}}{} \]  
(1)

Where:
- \( \sigma_n \) – tensile strength (MPa)
- \( F_n \) – agglomerate destructive force (N),
- \( d \) – compacted sample diameter (m),
- \( l \) – agglomerate length (m).

Moreover, we measured length, diameter and weight of the obtained agglomerate in order to calculate their density in g·cm⁻³. The measurements were conducted in 20 repetitions for each combination.

The agglomerate compaction level was also determined, as the multiplication factor of volume decrease, following the methodology presented by Skonecki et al. [14] according to the following formula:

\[ S_{2a} = \rho_{al} \cdot \rho_{n}^{-1} \]  
(2)

Where:
- \( S_{2a} \) – agglomerate compaction level
- \( \rho_{al} \) – agglomerate density after 48 hours of storage (g·cm⁻³)
- \( \rho_{n} \) – initial material density in the compression chamber (bulk density) (g·cm⁻³).

After the agglomeration process, the total compaction work was calculated using the registered compaction curves.

Examples of registered courses of the compaction process are presented in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Selected courses of peppermint herb compaction process

2.3. Statistical analysis

Arithmetic means and standard deviations (SD) were calculated for the obtained results. Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistica 10.0 software (Stat Soft, Inc., Tulsa, Oklahoma USA). Multidirectional variance analysis was used. The significance of differences was evaluated using Duncan test at the significance level of \( p=0.05 \), and the results were considerably below the level of
3. Study results

The obtained results of agglomerate strength measurement with the use of the Brazilian test method are presented in Table 1. A significant influence of the applied pressure as well as the separated peppermint herb fraction on its tensile strength was observed. However, a relationship between the applied pressure and separated fraction of peppermint herb was found. According to the Brazilian test, higher strength characterized the agglomerate produced from 0.5-2.5 mm fraction at pressure 50 and 150 MPa as compared to the same pressures for 2.5-5 mm fraction. The phenomenon of higher susceptibility to cracking of agglomerates produced from materials with lower fineness level is reported by Olsson [15].

The highest strength characterized the agglomerate produced at 200 MPa pressure, independently of fraction and 150 MPa only for 0.5-2.5 mm fraction. It can be expected that in the case of the thicker fraction of the herb, empty microspaces could occur between agglomerate particles. The study of Sadowska et al. [16] regarding the grind ability of peppermint agglomerate in a kinetic test also indicate the occurrence of general tendency to improve the mechanical strength of the product when higher pressure is used in the compaction process. However, when subjecting the results of both tests to a comparative analysis, it was observed, that the agglomerate produced from the smaller herb fraction (particularly with lower pressure levels) exhibits better strength parameters in the Brazilian test, whereas in the kinetic test (where its grind ability was tested) it produces inferior results. This phenomenon can be explained by the mechanical wedging-out of the particles, which takes place during compaction of components in the agglomeration process, and then easier separation of the finer particles, due to the limited contact surface of the particles, especially those, which are located on the margins of the product.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction (mm)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Brazilian test (MPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5-2.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.443 ± 0.078 b*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.938 ± 0.118 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.238 ± 0.052 e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.191 ± 0.084 e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5-5.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.384 ± 0.066 a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.921 ± 0.093 c</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results of the study regarding the density of the obtained agglomerate are presented in tab. 2. An increase of the agglomerate density was observed along with the increase of pressure applied in the experiment. Similar relationships are provided in Skonecki et al. [17]. Typically higher density characterized agglomerate produced from the finer herb fraction. The relationship for different substrates are confirmed by Mani et al. [18], Mani et al. [7], and Carone et al. [19]. However, in the presented study an influence of the applied pressure and herb fraction and the obtained agglomerate density was observed. The obtained results indicate that at 200 MPa pressure the fineness level of peppermint herb no longer influences the density of the produced agglomerate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction (mm)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Agglomerate density (g·cm⁻³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5-2.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.805 ±0.032 B*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.985 ±0.025 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.052 ±0.010 E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.073 ±0.011 F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5-5.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.769 ±0.024 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.973 ±0.023 C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.037 ±0.008 D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1.066 ±0.010 F</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Changes in the agglomerate density confirm results of its compaction level (Table 3). Analysis of the parameter indicated its increased value along the increase of compaction pressure. The relationship for different substrates are confirmed by Kulig et al. [20]. It also depended on the used material fraction, attaining higher values at lower fineness level of the material and equal pressure for each fraction. This relationship appears to be logical, as the material is characterized by lower density also in the bulk form. Such high level of compaction indirectly explains the possible savings of the storage and transporting spaces which can be generated using the agglomeration process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction (mm)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Agglomerate compaction level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1,129 ± 0.063 d</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,240 ± 0.070 c</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strength parameters of the obtained product shall also be considered in terms of the workload incurred to obtain them. The presented study demonstrated that the level of applied pressure influences the values of compaction work. The total compaction work increased with the increase of pressure value (Table 4). In the majority of cases, no statistically significant differences occurred between the peppermint herb fractions used in the study. Only in the case of the applied pressure of 200 MPa slightly higher values were observed for the finer fraction.

Table 4. Values of compaction work depending on the applied pressure and peppermint herb fraction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction (mm)</th>
<th>Pressure (MPa)</th>
<th>Total compaction work (J)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.5-2.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6,242 ± 0,245 a*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>7,633 ± 0,193 c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>8,156 ± 0,079 d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>8,317 ± 0,086 e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5-5.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>7,124 ± 0,224 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9,006 ± 0,213 f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150</td>
<td>9,605 ± 0,074 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200</td>
<td>9,869 ± 0,096 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h – homogenous groups for the compaction level according to Duncan test, p=0.05

Regression analysis demonstrated that the relationships of the applied agglomeration pressure and values of compaction work can be presented with linear equations. Results of the conducted analysis, with regression equations explaining these relationships are presented in the following charts (Figs. 3-4).

4. Conclusions

1. It was determined that the mechanical strength of peppermint agglomerates depends on the pressure applied during compaction process as well as the fineness level of peppermint herb. Increase of the applied pressure in the range from 50 to 200 MPa results in increased strength of the agglomerate measured with Brazilian test, produced from 0.5-2.5 mm fraction by approx. 269%, whereas for 2.5-5.0 mm fraction by approx. 323%. In the tested pressure range, an increase in the density of agglomerate from the finer herb fraction occurs by approx. 133%, whereas the thicker fraction about 139%.

2. The work necessary to compact the tested peppermint herb fractions depends on the applied agglomeration pressure. Along with the increased pressure in the range 50-200 MPa, the workload necessary to compact the material to the form of agglomerate are increased twofold. Strict relationships between agglomeration pressure and the work value for individual peppermint herb fractions were found.
3. An analysis of the obtained compaction work values, agglomerate density as well as the results of the Brazilian test allows to conclude that the favorable solution for 0.5-2.5 mm fraction is production of agglomerate at 150 MPa pressure, since as a result it is characterized by high mechanical strength, acceptable density, and the incurred workload is lower than in the case of subsequent pressure used in the experiment. On the other hand, study results regarding 2.5-5.0 mm fraction indicate, that obtaining agglomerates with the highest density and mechanical strength requires the use of 200 MPa pressure.
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